Top opening note pad with 50 leaves of unlined paper and an unbleached cardboard cover. It is wiro bound and has 12 full size coloured pencils included in a secure plastic sleeve.

Cardboard cover spiral notebook with magnetic lift off closure. 50 lined perforated pages. 5 neon PET note flags, 2 x 25 sheets of repositionable notepads. Elastic pen loop with recyclable cardboard pen.

Fold out set of 12 full size coloured pencils and a medium-size note pad with 50 leaves of unlined paper. It has a sturdy unbleached cardboard cover and neat elastic loops to securely hold the pencils.

Back to school pack in zippered pouch containing A5 Notebook, Pen, 15cm Ruler and Full Length Coloured Pencils Pack.

Compact set of six coloured pencils and a pencil sharpener in a trendy Tyvek case with a zipped closure.

Set of eight unpainted wood colouring in pencils, a pencil sharpener and an eraser in a natural wood box, the sliding lid doubles as a ruler.

This set contains two unpainted wood HB pencils and two pens which are manufactured from natural unbleached paper. The pens both have black ink and push on caps.

Set of eight unpainted wood colouring in pencils, a pencil sharpener and an eraser in a natural wood box, the sliding lid doubles as a ruler.
Twist action ball pen with a natural bamboo barrel, a soft touch grip and shiny chrome trim.

Retractable ball pen with a natural cork barrel.

Medium-size notebook with a hard cover which is finished with a stylish combination of on trend natural cork and smooth PU. It has 80 leaves of 70gsm lined cream paper, an elastic closure band and an elastic pen loop.

Medium-size notebook which has a hard cover with a trendy natural cork finish. It has 80 leaves of 70gsm lined cream paper.

Retractable plastic ball pen with a soft rubber grip which has four refill colours and a highlighter that matches the grip colour.
4GB maple wood flash drive on keychain

2200mAh power bank with input power of 5V/500mA and output power is 5V/1 Amp.

4GB mix and match flash drive

120gsm cotton drawstring backpack which is supplied with a packet of six non-toxic crayons inside. The backpack can be branded with a customised design for colouring in.

10 cm bag clip for securely reclosing opened bags and preventing spillage.

Lightweight backpack which is manufactured from 210D polyester.

Memo clip with strong magnet, attaches to filing cabinets and most metal surfaces.

Clear reusable poncho packed in canister with flip lid & carabiner clip.

Drawstring Backpack manufactured from 80gsm non-woven polypropylene.
Eco-friendly reusable food storage wrap designed to protect sandwiches, buns, rolls, bagels etc.

Eco-friendly reusable snack storage pouch with a secure Velcro closure which is designed to protect chips, pretzels, nuts, dried fruit, biscuits etc.

Ergonomic 600ml translucent drink bottle with screw on lid which has a spring loaded cover with push button activation that protects and seals a silicone drinking straw.

Ergonomic 600ml translucent drink bottle with screw on lid which has a spring loaded cover with push button activation that protects and seals a silicone drinking straw.

650ml BPA-free, double wall, vacuum insulated stainless steel drink bottle which is powder coated matt finish. It will keep drinks cold for 24 hours or hot for up to 12 hours.

700ml stainless steel drink bottle with a secure screw on lid which has a flip out drinking valve with a straw and a removable silicone mouth piece.

750ml polyethylene drink bottle with a screw on lid that features the patented X-Stream non-drip, self-sealing drinking valve.

400ml water bottle which is shaped like a notebook and bevelled so it is even easier to carry.

Eco-friendly reusable snack storage pouch with a secure Velcro closure which is designed to protect chips, pretzels, nuts, dried fruit, biscuits etc.
Who are we?

Part of ACTIVE and WPP ANZ, we develop, design and manufacture unique premium and packaging solutions with a focus on extending your brand story.
GIFT WITH PURCHASE
samples & trial packs
Direct Mail

bespoke packaging

competition prize pools
branded premiums
Let's get started

1. Provide Brief or brainstorm session
2. Concepts & Ideas
   Latest Trends
3. Design
   Estimate & Quote Stage
4. Sample & Manufacture
   Production Run
5. QC, Shipment & Delivery
6. Warehouse & Dispatch
Your contact

Melissa Kay
Sales Director Premiums & Packaging

E Melissa.Kay@activedisplay.com.au
P +61 [0] 429 555 099